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Museum collections often contain objects from all around the world. These objects can be made
from a range of organic and inorganic materials and may have been acquired from a wide range
of different backgrounds. One particular type of object, human remains, are held in thousands
of museums around the world. They have been collected and studied for over three centuries
and have played an important role in the understanding of human biological and cultural
history. In recent years, their place within museums, and how they are collected, displayed and
stored has been questioned and debated. These debates largely focus on the ethical issues
around the ownership and rights of human remains, as well is the unethical acquisition of
remains by many museums and collectors. Ultimately it has highlighted the need for human
remains to be professionally managed, and the need for museums to be prepared for sensitive
issues, such as requests for repatriation. This essay will explain what objects are considered
under the term ‘human remains,’ how Darwinian evolutionary theory and cranial morphology
caused a surge of human remains in collections and the ethical problems this has created. It
will also discuss how museums should preserve, display and store human remains.
The term ‘human remains’ refers to bodies and body parts of the species Homo sapiens.
(Kuruvilla, H., 2016) This includes osteological material, such as skeletons, individual bones
or fragments and teeth. (Kuruvilla, H., 2016) Soft tissue is also included, such as organs, skin,
embryos, nails and hair. Human remains also refer to human tissue that has bee modified by
humans. (Kuruvilla, H., 2016) Objects that are inextricably linked to human remains such as
burial objects that are tied to remains, are also considered under the term ‘human remains.’
(Kuruvilla, H., 2016)
Humans have had a fascination with human remains for thousands of years. This fascination
peaked during the nineteenth century, when museums across the world actively sought out and
collected human remains. (Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72) In this time period, Darwinian
evolutionary theory was extremely popular among scientific communities. (Turnbull, P., 2015,
P.72) Part of this theory focused on cranial morphology, which studied skull sizes. (Turnbull,
P., 2015, P.72) These measurements led to the idea that different ethnologies were actually
different stages between the Neanderthal and Europeans. (Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72) This surge
in interest in human remains by both museums and collectors also had a direct correlation to
colonisation. (Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72) While there were many reasons given for the
colonisation of another country, science and learning was seen as an important aspect.
(Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72) Both science, particularly cranial morphology and other human
studies, as well as the other goals of colonisation, were able to rapidly progress if it was

believed that Europeans were biologically “evolutionarily advanced” citizens. (Turnbull, P.,
2015, P.72) This essentially gave settlers the required ‘moral reasoning’ that everything that
was involved in colonisation was ethical as the Indigenous populations weren’t ‘equal’. This
ultimately maintained the belief of a “evolutionary distance between indigenes and settlers.”
(Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72) The reliance on ‘western science,’ and its importance to the success
of colonies, allowed for a significantly increased number of opportunities for the collection of
Indigenous human remains. Museum personnel and locally based scientists greatly contributed
to making the evolutionarily advanced” citizens idea the general consensus by their
representation of Indigenous people. This was often done by making them look like “primordial
beings with scarce capacity for self-reflexivity.” (Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72)
These human remains taken from colonies throughout the 19th century and early 20th century
are now commonly recognised as objects that were taken without the permission of Indigenous
peoples. (Pickering, M. and Gordon, P., n.d) These remains were often stolen from graves, or
in some extreme cases, murder was encouraged to provide remains for science. (Turnbull, P.,
2015, P.72) This obviously adds to the ethical debate concerning the place of human remains
within museums, as many of these objects weren’t collected legally. In many cases, remains
within museums continue to distress people and communities from where the remains were
originally taken. This is both due to the past practices of museums as well as a common spiritual
belief that ancestors should be laid to rest and left undisturbed rather then on display or as part
of a collection. (Pickering, M. and Gordon, P., n.d) Aboriginal Australian remains in particular
were in high demand in the 19th century, which has led to institutions around the world having
Australian remains within their collections. (Turnbull, P., 2015, P.72) This demand was
primarily caused by a German comparative anatomist named Hermann Klaatsch, who
hypothesised that Australia was an “evolutionary ground zero” (Turnbull, P., 2015, P.82) where
both Aboriginal people as well as Europeans had arisen.
If a museum does have human remains within their collection, it is recommended that they
make a clear commitment to the responsibility and accountability that human remains demand.
(Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011) A crucial part of this process is consultation. This could
consist of religious groups, indigenous groups and other institutions. Due to the nature in which
many of the human remains within museums were attained, many institutions around the world
are removing these objects from their collections. (Museums Association, n.d) This is done
primarily through repatriation, which has several steps. Firstly, the community and location
that the remains are from must be discovered. This can either be found from the provenance of

the item or if the repatriation of the human remains was requested from a particular community.
If the remains are requested to be returned, different countries have different legislation for this
process. Repatriation by museums has occurred for several decades, although some museums
such as the British Museum, have only begun to do so recently. (Colwell, C., 2017)
Not every museum object that contains human remains was taken unethically. Museums and
collections have held human remains for thousands of years. While the purpose of these
remains within the collections have changed throughout the years, it is clear that there has been
a fascination with these objects. Ancient Egyptian mummies, decorated Mayan skulls or
objects that contain human remains, such as teeth attached to items, are all popular and common
pieces within museums. Many museums around the world not only have human remains within
their collection, but some of these pieces feature in prominent displays. Museums are ultimately
places of learning, where people are encouraged to challenge their thinking and encounter
foreign experiences. (Curtis, N., 2003) Due to this primary purpose of learning, it can be viewed
that a museum is an appropriate home for human remains, where they are treated with respect
and understanding like all collection pieces are. Museums also have the responsibility of
storing and maintaining collections in trust for both past and future generations. Many
collections were built on the donation of private collections, which often came with wishes of
collections being kept together. (Curtis, N., 2003) This ultimately means that many museums
have the responsibility of not only caring for individual objects separately, but entire
collections that are entwined together. Due to the prominence of human humans in collections,
especially those of the early 20th century and prior, many of these collections contain human
remains.
If a museum does have human remains within their collection, they require the highest
standards of collection management. The integrity of the remains is important for both future
research and study as well as many spiritual belief systems. (Museums Galleries Scotland,
2011) This means that the principle of minimal intervention and reversibility should always be
used, which involves avoiding treatments that may cause damage or contamination. (Cassman,
V., Odegaard, N. and Powell, J., 2006) Any conservation work should only be done when it is
essential and should follow strict protocols. (Cassman, V., Odegaard, N. and Powell, J., 2006)
Preventative and remedial conservation should be performed by an accredited conservator for
biological materials and is often overseen by an osteologist. (Cassman, V., Odegaard, N. and
Powell, J., 2006)

Museums Galleries Scotland have created six key responsibilities of museums that have human
remains within their collection:
1. Rigour. Act with appropriate knowledge, skill and care so that you can justify your
decisions.
2. Honesty and integrity. Declare conflicts of interest, show honesty in sharing
knowledge and act in a principled manner to earn trust.
3. Sensitivity. Show compassion and sensitivity for the feelings of other people and
understanding different religious, spiritual and cultural perspectives.
4. Respect. Treat all people and communities with respect, ensuring that adverse
impacts on them are minimised. Honour privacy and confidentiality.
5. Openness and transparency. Listen, inform and communicate openly and honestly.
6. Fairness. Act fairly, give due weight to the interests of all parties and develop a
consistent management process.
(Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011)
These six responsibilities provide a guideline for other museums of the importance of caring
for human remains. It also shows the public that remains are treated carefully and respectfully.
The storage of human remains should be regularly monitored for both condition changes.
(Cassman, V., Odegaard, N. and Powell, J., 2006) The environment of the storage area should
remain relatively stable, and optimally kept at cold temperatures with low humidity. (Cassman,
V., Odegaard, N. and Powell, J., 2006) Remains are commonly separated and given their own
storage container out of respect. (Cassman, V., Odegaard, N. and Powell, J., 2006) Inert
packing material is suggested to provide protection to the remains. (Museums Galleries
Scotland, 2011) Storage boxes designed for full skeletons or skulls are also available but are
quite expensive. (Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011) Inventories of human remains within a
museum collection should be detailed, and if there is missing information, effort should be
made to discover the provenance of the object. (Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011)
Due to the sensitivity that human remains may hold, it is important that careful thought and
consideration is taken into how they are displayed. (Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011) There
should always be a clear explanation as to why the museum collection contains human remains
as well as why they are displayed. (Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011) Their primary purpose
within the museum should also be stated, whether that is to provide an understanding of burial

practices or for science or history fields. A survey by English Heritage shows that the majority
of museum visitors are not only comfortable in seeing human remains in these settings but
often expect human remains, primarily skeletons, in displays. (English Heritage, 2009) There
is also the opinion that remains in this setting can also provide a physical connection between
past and present people, which may encourage reflection. (Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011)
Museums Galleries Scotland have listed three questions about the inclusion of Human remains
in displays for museums to consider:


How does the inclusion of human remains contribute to interpretation? Can this be
achieved another way?



Can we include material to explain why human remains are on display?



Should you put up a warning so visitors know that human remains are on display,
or even set aside a specific area for them?
(Museums Galleries Scotland, 2011)

These questions allow museums to ensure that they have considered how they display human
remains, and whether the respect for the object is displayed for visitors.
For thousands of years humans have had a fascination with human remains. Through collecting
and studying, they have played a crucial role in the understanding of humans biological and
cultural history. The 19th century saw a surge in collecting of human remains, which was
intrinsically tied to Darwinian evolutionary theory. Colonisation provided the means for a vast
amount of remains to be unethically acquired by institutions around the world. The ethical
debates that are now associated with human remains within museums have led to processes
such as repatriation. It has also created a requirement for museums to carefully consider how
they preserve, display and store their remaining human remains. Ultimately, human remains
still play an important within museums. If museums continue to learn and move away from
their mistakes in the past, and respect and properly care for human remains, then future displays
can be educational while still meeting cultural sensitivities.
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